CLASSROOM MATERIALS

CATALOGUE
Sex Ed Mart is the leader in providing comprehensive materials and resources for
the classroom in sex ed. Its’ products include unique teaching kits and tools
developed for educators and clinicians who deliver sexual health and relationship
education.
Sex Ed Mart also offers the largest selection of tools for working with individuals with
special needs, from intellectual disabilities to Autism and other developmental
differences.
All of the materials are tested in classrooms first, are designed with specific learners
in mind, and explore essential subjects for everyone.
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SPECIAL NEEDS RESOURCES

Togetherness Trivia
Game
$90.00

Grown Up Rules
Sequencing Cards
$90.00

This activity seeks to
promote reflection
about what children are
comfortable with and
teaches children that it
is okay to say, “Stop”.

This game teaches
sexuality in a fun,
interactive and
engaging way and
covers feelings,
puberty, consent, online
safety and sexual
orientations.

This game teaches
sexuality in a fun,
interactive and
engaging way and
covers feelings,
puberty, consent,
online safety and
sexual orientations.

What My Body
Says Activity Kit
$105.00

Let’s Be Friends
Activity Kit
$90.00

Like, Love or Leave
Game
$80.00

Emoji Matching
Game
$50.00

This game teaches
young students to look
at body language and
match the emotion the
person is feeling which
is a critical part of all
relationships.

This game helps
students create
connections and new
friendships between
classmates, and assists
students in identifying
the commonalities with
their peers.

This game gets
students thinking about
their values and beliefs
relating to behaviours
in friendships and
romantic relationships,
which may be different.

This game is designed
to teach students how
to express and identify
emotions. It is an
important part of social
development.

Rules for Online
Dating - Cards
$65.00
The Rules for Dating
Online card set
illuminates red flags
and risks of online
dating, emphasizing
themes of honesty,
transparency, respect.
and caution.

Personal Space
Invaders Activity
Kit
$90.00
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SPECIAL NEEDS RESOURCES

Universal
Expressions - Faces
and Bodies Cards
$75.00

Private Acts:
Flashcards For
Learning
$55.00

These cards teach
students with social
impairments, about
body language and
facial expressions to
get information about a
person’s interest or
feelings.

This set of 12
sequence cards
illustrates by images
what are private acts
that need to be done
where no one else can
see you.

Hygiene Handouts For Girls
$36.00

Hygiene Handouts For Boys
$36.00

Discussing hygiene
topics can be
embarrassing. These
fully illustrated
handouts are designed
to be reprinted for
students.

Discussing hygiene
topics can be
embarrassing. These
fully illustrated handouts
are designed to be
reprinted for students.

Good Touch/Secret
Touch Activity Kit
$80.00
This game gets
students thinking about
their values and beliefs
relating to behaviours in
friendships and
romantic relationships,
which may be different.

He Likes Me, She
Likes Me Not
Classroom Activity Kit
$90.00
This activity kit gets
students thinking about
the SIGNS when
someone “likes” you or
not, and examines
behaviours in school,
friendship circles, and
crushes.

Staying Safe on
the Internet Poster Set
$25.00
This game is designed
to teach students how
to express and identify
emotions. It is an
important part of social
development.

Dating Cards: Fun
Ideas For Dates
$30.00
The Dating Cards give
suggestions for
students on what
activities they could do
on dates and to think
outside the box and try
something new!
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SPECIAL NEEDS RESOURCES

Appropriate Self
Touch for Boys + Girls
Both - Poster Set
$95.00

Appropriate Self
Touch for Girls
Poster Set
$60.00

Appropriate Self
Touch for Boys
Poster Set
$60.00

Appropriate Self Touch
for Boys- Individual
Sequence Cards
$35.00

Every person should know
the rules about self touch.
Through illustrations,
these cards demonstrate
where it is appropriate
and the rules to follow.

Every person should
know the rules about
self touch. Through
illustrations, these
posters demonstrate
where it is appropriate
and the rules to follow.

Every person should
know the rules about
self touch. Through
illustrations, these
posters demonstrate
where it is appropriate
and the rules to follow.

Every person should know
the rules about self
touch.Through illustrations,
these cards demonstrate
where it is appropriate and
the rules to follow.

Appropriate Self
Touch Girls Individual Sequence
Cards
$35.00

Appropriate Self
Touch for Boys +
Girls Sequence Cards
Set
$50.00

Every person should
know the rules about self
touch. Through
illustrations, these cards
demonstrate where it is
appropriate and the rules
to follow.

Every person should
know the rules about self
touch. Through
illustrations, these
posters demonstrate
where it is appropriate
and the rules to follow.

Secret Business For
Girls and Boys: 2
Book Set
$80.00
The Secret Business™
Book Set are disability
puberty books which
takes readers through
the physical and
emotional changes
experienced at puberty.

Back of the Door
Bathroom Sign- Using
Menstrual Hygiene
Products
$40.00
These Signs, to be placed
on the back of the door of
the Girls Washrooms, are
designed to give the visual
cues where needed about
Menstrual Hygiene
Products.
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SPECIAL NEEDS RESOURCES

How to Use a
Condom
Sequencing Cards
$25.00

Teaching Appropriate
Behaviours- Social
Stories Poster Set
$110.00

Cooling Crushes
Classroom Activity
Kit
$90.00

This step by step set of
cards will illustrate for
users the proper
sequence of steps with
both pictures and
words teaching how to

This poster set focuses
on private parts and
boundaries, and includes
a series of social stories
to discuss personal
space, hugging, and
more.

Cooling Crushes is
designed to help
students understand
their own feelings
about crushes, as
well as set
boundaries for others.

Mike’s Crush:
Flirting vs.
Stalking, Teaching
DVD
$45.00
Mike’s Crush DVD was
designed especially for
families and individuals
on the autism
spectrum and
demonstrates the
difference between a
crush and stalking.

Reading Body
Language: Flirting
Flash Cards
$60.00

Menstrual Hygiene
Use: Sequencing
Cards
$25.00

These cards were
designed to teach
students with social
impairments, to look at
body language and facial
expressions to interpret
interests or feelings.

These Sequencing
Cards teach students,
picture by picture, how
to use menstrual
hygiene products and
use photos ideal for
non-verbal young
people.

Mike’s Crush: Social
Signals - Full Curriculum
DVD + Lesson Plans
Binder Set
$185.00
Mike’s Crush by Nancy
Nowell was designed as a
fun, low cost way to teach
teens with autism,
Asperger’s and intellectual
disabilities about high school
relationships.

Developmental
Disabilities and
Teaching Sex Ed Booklet and Images
$40.00
This booklet is designed
to give teachers and
caregivers an overview
of developmental
disabilities and sexuality,
with tools for teaching
sex ed.
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SPECIAL NEEDS RESOURCES

Easy to Read
Puberty Brochure
$8.00
This Puberty Brochure
has 16 pages of
puberty information,
and is designed for
elementary aged
students, teachers and
parents.

Steps to Asking
Someone Out
Sequencing Cards
$60.00
This step by step set of
cards will illustrate for
users the proper
sequence of steps with
both pictures and
words teaching how to
ask someone out.

Good Hygiene/Bad
Manners Classroom
Activity Kit
$105.00

Masturbation
Sequencing Cards
for Boys
$55.00

Masturbation
Sequencing Cards
for Girls
$55.00

Good Hygiene / Bad
Manners is a fun and
interactive activity to teach
students about hygiene, and
what is expected of them in
social settings in public.

This step by step set of
cards will illustrate for
users the proper
sequence of steps with
both pictures and
words teaching how to
safely masturbate.

This step by step set of
cards will illustrate for
users the proper
sequence of steps with
both pictures and
words teaching how to
safely masturbate.

Rules for Consent
Sequencing Cards
$60.00

Friend Versus
Friendly The Game
$80.00

Friend Versus
Friendly The Card Set
$55.00

This Sequencing Card
Set is designed to
educate and prepare
students to be
confident with the
concept of consent.

This game is designed to
educate students on the
differences between
actions your “friends”
would do, and actions
that “friendly” strangers
or acquaintances may
do.

These Scenario Cards are
designed to educate
students on the
differences between
actions your “friends”
would do, and actions that
“friendly” strangers or
acquaintances may do.
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SPECIAL NEEDS RESOURCES

The Do’s and
Don’ts of Dating
Apps
$65.00
This Sequencing Card
Set is designed to
educate and prepare
students to safely and
confidently use Dating
Apps.

PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR OUR

CLASSROOM
MATERIALS
GO TO

sexedmart.com
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